Abstract. We study maximal regularity in interpolation spaces for the sum of three closed linear operators on a Banach space, and we apply the abstract results to obtain Besov and Hölder maximal regularity for complete second order Cauchy problems under natural parabolicity assumptions. We discuss applications to partial differential equations.
Introduction
We study maximal regularity results in certain time interpolation spaces for the second order Cauchy problem u + Bu + Au = f in [0, T ], u(0) = u 0 ,u(0) = u 1 .
(1.1)
Here A and B are closed linear operators defined on a complex Banach space X with domains D A and D B respectively. By a maximal regularity result we mean a result which asserts that for every f in a certain function space E ⊆ L 1 (0, T ; X) and homogeneous initial values u 0 = u 1 = 0 the problem (1.1) admits a unique strong solution u satisfyingü, Bu, Au ∈ E. In particular, the three terms on the left-hand side of (1.1) have the same regularity as the given right-hand side.
The notion of L p maximal regularity (that is, E = L p (0, T ; X)) and, closely connected with it, of maximal regularity in rearrangement invariant Banach function spaces for this abstract second order Cauchy problem has been studied in Chill & Srivastava [13, 14] and Chill & Król [12] . See also Arendt et al. [ [19] and Yakoubov [36] for generalisations to non-autonomous problems, Bu & Fang [8, 9] , Keyantuo & Lizama [26] for second order problems with periodic boundary conditions, Fernández, Lizama & Poblete [22] for third order problems, Zacher [37] for Volterra equations and Bu [6, 7] , Keyantuo & Lizama [27] , Lizama & Poblete [28] for fractional order problems with periodic boundary conditions. The notion of maximal regularity for the second order problem generalises in a natural way the notion of maximal regularity for the first order probleṁ 2) by taking D to be the differentiation operator on, for example,
The real interpolation spaces then include the Besov spaces and the Hölder spaces, respectively, that is, one obtains Besov or Hölder maximal regularity, the latter also being called optimal regularity in the literature.
Analogously, maximal regularity of the sum of three operators corresponds with the definition of maximal regularity of the second order problem (1.1) as mentioned above. In this paper we follow the idea of [16] to prove a maximal regularity result on interpolation spaces for the second order abstract problem (1.1) for u 0 = u 1 = 0. Here no assumptions are needed on the space X, and the operators A and B are not required to satisfy assumptions about functional calculus or R-boundedness. Moreover, we extend the result in such a way that in principle we can also treat initial value problems of the general form (1.1), although here the identification of the associated trace spaces remains an open problem. The conclusions provide Besov or Hölder maximal regularity of second order Cauchy problems; see also Favini et al. [11, 20, 21] , Mezeghrani [31] for similar results for elliptic problems with inhomogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions or Bu [5, 6] , Bu & Fang [9] , Keyantuo & Lizama [26, 25] , Poblete [33, 34] for second order problems with periodic boundary conditions or on the line. The paper is organised as follows. Section 2 is of a preliminary nature where we recall relevant definitions and facts. In Section 3 an abstract result concerning maximal regularity of certain sums of three closed operators is proven. As an application we obtain our main result on the maximal regularity for the second order Cauchy problem in Section 4. Section 5 is devoted to the initial value problem, while examples of applications can be found in Section 6.
Preliminaries
Let X be a complex Banach space. Whenever (D, D D ) is a closed linear operator on X, θ ∈ (0, 1), 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞, we denote by
the real interpolation spaces between X and D D (the latter space is equipped with the graph norm), as defined by the K-method or the trace method. Recall that
and for every ϕ ′ ∈ (ϕ, π) one has
For a sectorial operator D, for θ ∈ (0, 1) and 1 ≤ p ≤ ∞ we have the equalities
is an equivalent norm on the interpolation space 
Example 2.1. Let X be a Banach space, and fix 1 ≤ p < ∞. If D max is the differentiation operator on L p (0, T ; X) with maximal domain, that is,
then we have
and, in particular, 
(so that D is no longer densely defined), then
Also in this example, D is sectorial of angle π 2 while σ(D max ) = C.
An abstract theorem
Our main abstract result is a maximal regularity result for the sum of three closed, linear, commuting operators. We say that an operator A commutes with an in-
Here the compositions such as AD have their natural domains. 
Then, for every θ ∈ (0, 1) and every
given by
is closed and boundedly invertible. More precisely, if we define
where Γ is a path connecting e
Proof. It follows from the assumptions, more precisely from the estimates on R(λ, D) and H, that the integral in (3.1) converges absolutely and that S is thus a bounded operator on X. Note that since 0 / ∈ σ(D), the path Γ may be chosen so that 0 / ∈ Γ and lying in the sector Σ ϕ2 . Since A and B commute with D, the bounded operators H(λ) and R(λ, D) commute with each other.
Let us first prove that S is a left-inverse of
we can calculate, using the Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem,
In the last step we have used the identities 
. By definition of S, for every t > 0 and every x ∈ X we have, by the resolvent identity,
For every t > 0 and every x ∈ D D (θ, p), we have
by (2.1), and AH(re ±iϕ ′ ) is bounded by assumption (d). By Hölder's inequality, the integral
converges absolutely. Since A is closed, we conclude from this and (3.2) that,
By assumption (d), we can estimate
It follows from Young's inequality (applied to the multiplicative group (0, ∞) with the Haar measure
as well. This proves that ASx ∈ D D (θ, p).
Similarly, we deduce that for every x ∈ D D (θ, p) one has Sx ∈ D BD and
This computation is also justified by (3.2) (for the first equality), by Cauchy's theorem and since the integral on the right-hand side converges absolutely for every x ∈ D D (θ, p), using again assumption (d). One can proceed similarly as above and one obtains
Indeed, by Cauchy's theorem, 
Maximal regularity of the second order Cauchy problem in interpolation spaces
In this section we consider the second order Cauchy problem with homogeneous initial data:ü 
Proof. Let the operatorsĀ,B and D defined on the space L p (0, T ; X) (resp. C([0, T ]; X)) be given as follows:
Here the multiplication operatorsĀ andB have their natural domains, that is,
and similarly for DB, and 
we obtain the required maximal regularity.
The fractional power A ε in the following corollary is defined by using any standard functional calculus for sectorial operators; see, for example, [23] .
Corollary 4.2. Consider the abstract second order Cauchy problem
where A is a sectorial operator of angle ϕ ∈ (0, π) on a Banach space X, and ε > 0, α > 0. Assume that one of the following conditions holds:
2 , α ∈ (0, 2), and ϕ ∈ (0, π − 2 arctan 
The initial value problem
In this section we solve the abstract second order Cauchy problem with initial values in certain trace spaces. Before turning to the Cauchy problem, however, we formulate an abstract theorem in the spirit of Theorem 3.1. 
Then, for every f ∈ DD(θ, p) and every
of the problemD Proof. Uniqueness follows from the injectivity of the operator L θ,p (Theorem 3.1): in fact, if x 1 , x 2 ∈ DL θ,p are two solutions of (5.1), thenL θ,p (x 1 − x 2 ) = 0. On the other hand,
Then x := x 0 + x 1 is a desired solution of the problem (5.1).
The assumptions of Theorem 5.1 are quite general, and in view of an application to the second order Cauchy problem, we shall successively impose further assumptions. LetD be a closed extension of D such that the operatorD 2 with the natural domain is closed, too. Then the domain DL θ,p equipped with the norm
becomes a Banach space. The domain D L θ,p is a closed subspace for the induced norm
or for the equivalent graph norm
Consider now the bounded operators
and
where u → [u] denotes various quotient maps. Note that T θ,p is well defined in the sense that the definition does not depend on the choice of the representative u 0 . With these definitions one easily sees that the kernel ker T θ,p is exactly the (closed) space of all pairs (f, [u 0 ]) satisfying the compatibility condition from Theorem 5.1 (which does not depend on the representative u 0 ), and that the compatibility condition is necessary for the existence of a solution of (5.1) since S θ,p maps into ker T θ,p . Theorem 5.1 implies that S θ,p is an isomorphism onto ker T θ,p . The drawback of this abstract situation is, however, that in general we have no general description of either the kernel of T θ,p , or the quotient space DL Recall from Example 2.1 that
Note that in this situation, the quotient DL θ,q /D L θ,q can be naturally identified with the trace space
and the quotient map is then the natural trace operator u → (u(0),u(0)). For the trace space we use a notation which is similar to the notation of classical real interpolation spaces between a pair of Banach spaces. This is appropriate because the classical real interpolation spaces can be identified with trace spaces involving weighted L p spaces. However, we point out that here we "interpolate" between three Banach spaces and that the trace space is a subspace of the product space X × X. 
Proof. Note that for the particular choice of p, q and θ we have T θ,q = 0, and hence the compatibility condition from Theorem 5.1 is empty. In other words, by Theorem 5.1, the operator
is invertible, and this implies the claim.
We point out that in the particular case p = 1 there is no restriction on the value of θ ∈ (0, 1).
The 
Examples
Example 6.1 (Strong damping). Let Ω ⊆ R
n be an open set, and let α > 0. We consider the following initial-boundary value problem:
For 1 ≤ r ≤ ∞, we consider the space
On X 2 = L 2 (Ω) we consider the negative Dirichlet-Laplace operator B 2 given by
It is known that B 2 is selfadjoint, nonnegative, and thus sectorial of angle ϕ = 0. Hence, the operator −B 2 generates an analytic C 0 -semigroup which is known to have Gaussian upper bounds [2] , [17] , [32] . Thus, if 1 ≤ r < ∞, the operator B 2 , restricted to X r ∩ L 2 (Ω), extends consistently to a sectorial operator B r on X r of angle ϕ = 0 [24, Theorem 2.3] . For domains with uniform C 2 -boundary, and if 1 ≤ r < ∞, one may also refer to [29, Theorem 3.1.3] , where one finds also the characterization of the domain
0 (Ω) if 1 < r < ∞. However, we are particularly interested in the end points r = 1 and r = ∞.
If 1 ≤ r < ∞, and if we put A := B := B r and ε = 1, then we see that this example is a special case of Corollary 4.2. We thus obtain the following result. 
On the space X ∞ = C 0 (Ω) we take the following realization of the negative Dirichlet-Laplace operator:
It has been shown in [ If Ω is Wiener regular, then the operator B ∞ is sectorial of angle < π 2 . Again, if we put A := B := B ∞ and ε = 1, then we see that Corollary 4.2 applies to problem (6.1) and we obtain the following corollary. 
Remark 6.4. Note again that the above maximal regularity results apply in particular in the spaces L 1 (Ω) (Corollary 6.2) and C 0 (Ω) (Corollary 6.3) which are not UMD spaces. Moreover, in Corollary 6.2, the time regularity allows us to consider also the space B 
Example 6.5 (Strong damping). Let Ω ⊆ R
n be an open set. We consider now the following initial-boundary value problem:
Here A(x, D) is formally given by
for some η > 0 and all x ∈ Ω, ξ ∈ R n , and the dissipativity condition
Under these assumptions, we have an operator A :
We consider the same scale of spaces as in Example 6.1. We now define an operator B 2 on X 2 = L 2 (Ω) by
The operator B 2 is associated with an elliptic form, it is sectorial of angle ϕ < π 2 , and hence −B 2 generates an analytic C 0 -semigroup. Again, this semigroup has Gaussian upper bounds [2] , [17] , [32] , and if 1 ≤ r < ∞, then the operator B 2 , restricted to X r ∩ L 2 (Ω), extends consistently to a sectorial operator B r on X r of the same angle ϕ [24, Theorem 2.3]. In particular, if 1 ≤ r < ∞, and if we put A := B := B r and ε = 1, then we see that this example is also a special case of Corollary 4.2. We thus obtain the following result. It has been shown in [3, Corollary 4.7] that if Ω is bounded and Wiener regular, then −B ∞ is the generator of an analytic semigroup. Hence, if Ω is bounded and Wiener regular, then the operator B ∞ is sectorial of angle < π 2 . Again, if we put A := B := B ∞ and ε = 1, then we see that Corollary 4.2 applies to problem (6.2) and we obtain the following corollary. 
